
WHAT IS HOBBIES ESSAY

These Hobby Essay have been written in simple and easy language making them easy to remember and presentable,
whenever and wherever required.

Once I am gardening, I forget about all of my worries, troubles and problems of the world. There are a few
fruit-trees in the garden including banana, mango, guava and pomegranate. First of all, I like to finish my
school home task and then start watching TV. Hobbies are unique to people. Books are our closest
companions since they rouse us to do incredible things throughout everyday life and conquer our
disappointments. So, if you have not yet found your thing which you can truly call as a hobby, I suggest you
do so. The unique quality of a person can be developed with the help of a good hobby. It always refreshes my
mind and gives me a good mood. The chirping sound made by the birds and their sweet music gives the
garden the perfect condition and makes it the ideal place to be. All hobbies are useful in one way or the other.
So, there is a definite need of an action which causes mitigation of mind, relief of body and nourishment of
thoughts. In this polluted age of ours, we are suffocating to death. They give us so much pleasure that we
would spend our life time doing it. Essay Topic: Nutrition , Cooking Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on
this website! It helps me to be healthy, fit and strong. My hobby reading books is the best way to escape from
the torment of the world and to rest in a world of imagination. So, after playing cricket when I study, I can
better grab the concepts. I also grow flowers like jasmine, roses, lilies, merry gold, carnation, poppies, flux
and forget-me-not. We would fight and quarrel, but in the end we always came back together and worked
things out. I love my hobby. Sometimes, I watch very good cartoons that provide me creative and new ideas to
make cartoons and arts. I wish to pursue drawing for the rest of my life. I had always loved watching football
or soccer and was pretty good at analysis and understanding of the game but I never really tried playing the
sport because of my first hobby that is cooking which meant I was more of the indoor person. I would run to
the stereo, turn on the music to full volume and start running around dancing. It gives a lot of benefits as it
develops our knowledge and thoughts. Instead, I do some healthy activity. A few moments spent away from
this intriguing environment feels like an eternity. Sometimes, students go for writing competition with this
kind of essay. Whenever I am free from my studies and other activities, I sit in that garden and enjoy myself.
Hobbies fill a gap. My parents and friends always encourage me for the same. I also became thrilled. My
hobby is reading books. It gives very little actual knowledge. Food is a kind of entertainment and is a lasting
entertainment. These flowers in my garden give welcome fragrant to my guest. My hobby is drawing and
painting. Hobby is constructive.


